Yojimbo (aka The Bodyguard)
1961, B&W, Drama / Comedy, PG, 106 mins
Director: Akira Kurosawa Cast: Toshiro Mifune, Tatsuya Nakadai
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Through the ‘wonders’ of the internet, I can say with
confidence that I first saw this truly great film on the 29th
July, 1990 at 10:25pm, as part of the BBC2 Moviedrome film
series, which broadcast a ‘cult’ film every Sunday night. I
rarely missed a Moviedrome screening and in retrospect this
was an obvious major influence on my subsequent love of
films.
Yojimbo was my first ‘Samurai’ film, left a lasting
impression and started me on a journey which nearly 30
years later has resulted in an abiding (and still growing)
passion for jidaigeki (Japanese period set) films. It was made
by one of the greatest of all film directors, Akira Kurosawa. If
the story seems familiar, and you have not seen Yojimbo
before, it may be because it was remade, in 1964, by Sergio
Leone with the title A Fistful of Dollars starring Clint
Eastwood. Leone did not ask Kurosawa’s permission about
using virtually the entire plot of Yojimbo and after a
protracted and costly legal battle (resulting in a lengthy delay
in the release of Fistful), the result was in Kurosawa’s favour
and made him a very wealthy man.

Often I think mistaken as purely an escapist
samurai action film (as I did for many
years), Yojimbo, like most Kurosawa
pictures, is, I suggest, not without a greater
While Leone’s film is very good, in my purpose. Through the eyes of the rugged
samurai, the director ‘observes’ the cruelty
opinion Kurosawa’s is the work of a
of the world through the story of the
maestro. It’s completely cynical,
opposing yakuza gangs, who are depicted
visually stunning and very funny. The
(anti?) hero, played by (who else?) the throughout as sniveling cowards, afraid to
engage in honourable battle, posturing and
peerless Toshiro Mifune, is a
masterless samurai (Ronin), who hires retreating from one another. This is most
himself out as a professional killer and apparent as the highly amused samurai sits
on high on a central bell tower (see pic
bodyguard to both sides in a onebelow), and looks down at the opposing
horse town run by two opposing
yakuza’s big talk and spineless behavior as
gangs. As soon as one side gets the
the two factions nervously face each other
upper hand, the Ronin dumps them
– perhaps the message is all one can do is
and joins the other guys for more
to laugh at the absurd, self-destructive
money; things then get complicated
nature of humanity? Point for discussion,
with death and destruction the
perhaps!
inevitable results.
The enigmatic samurai (who
gives himself a name that is almost
certainly false) is a scruffy, scratching,
itinerant warrior, who, when he first
wanders into town witnesses a
celebrated scene with a running
(stray?) dog that would have most
other people running for the hills. The
samurai instead sees an opportunity
to make money, and lots of it……….and
readily stays.
It is also likely that the film was used by
Kurosawa to serve as a commentary on the
corruption and criminality that was wide
spread in Japan after the end of World War
2. It sets out to condemn not only the rise
of gang culture (i.e. the Yakuza) but the
unholy alliance of between the country’s
political and industrial leaders.

Veiled criticism of various aspects of
Japanese life, past and present, is
present in many Jidaigeki films, and to
casual western viewers with little
knowledge of Japanese history this
might not be immediately obvious.
Unusually for a Kurosawa
picture, the film has not one
sympathetic character – everyone is
out for what he (or she) can get, and
that includes the central Samurai
character, who rejects the Samurai
code of honour, offering his services
for money, and behaving in an
underhand way throughout – perhaps
representing those post war authority
figures in Japanese society who sold
out for personal gain?

Yojimbo also stars another
internationally renowned Japanese
actor, Tatsuya Nakadai, shown below
with Mifune. Nakadai coincidentally
takes the leading role in the second
film in this season, Harakiri, and is still
working at the age of 86. In Yojimbo
he plays a young upstart who has
come back to the town after a year
away with a new possession - that
most ‘western’ of armaments – a

revolver, one of the various nods by
Kurosawa in his Jidaigeki films for his
great love of Westerns, especially
those by John Ford.
The celebrated soundtrack by
Masaru Sato is every bit as
atmospheric and amusing as Ennio
Morricone’s for Fistful. Jaunty and
jangling, mixing traditional Japanese
instruments with the sounds of
American free jazz it is highly unusual
for a jidaigeki film. Is it more than just
mere decoration?
Yojimbo was Kurosawa’s most
popular ever film (in Japan and
overseas), and such a success that
Toho heaped pressure on him to make
a sequel, Sanjuro, the only one he
would ever do. The sequel is an
unrelated story other than Mifune
reprising the same role, and Tatsuya
Nakadai cast in a new role. It is best
known (somewhat unfairly in the
author’s opinion as it is a very fine
film) for the explosive duel (perhaps
the briefest sword duel in film history)
between the two at the end of the
film.

Akira Kurosawa, with Toshiro Mifune
on the set of Yojimbo.
Writer: Mark MacLennan
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